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ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF
MEDICAID REFORM
By Barbara Benson
One of the trickiest aspects of organizing
the new Performing Provider Systems (PPS)
forming under the Delivery System Reform
Incentive Payment (DSRIP) program is the
concept of attribution. Medicaid individuals
in a ZIP code will be attributed to a PPS...
The problem is that not everyone in a
geographic area uses services where they
live. They can go to an academic medical
center for serious conditions, or to a
community hospital in their borough for
routine care. Attribution is driving new
relationships and networks...
Providers are looking
at those discharges for
“frequent flyers” who
return to hospitals.
DSRIP makes it
very important to
understand the nature
of the discharges, said
Patrick Pilch, managing director at BDO
Consulting...
The DSRIP program, with its emphasis
on collaboration, has the potential to
be transformative for how health care is

delivered in New York. But there could be
some trouble spots... "It's like a marriage to
take care of the population you are serving,"
said Mr. Pilch.
The lessons learned from DSRIP could be
enormously important as costs are taken
out of the state's health care system.
Commercial payers also may see results
that apply to their business, added Mr.
Pilch. Insurers "may have frequent flyers,
too."
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THE OUTPATIENT PAYMENT
RATE DEBATE: WHAT
LOWER REIMBURSEMENT
WOULD MEAN FOR
HOSPITALS
By Helen Adamopoulos

Hospitals: Higher payments than
ASCs are justified
AHA policy director Roslyne Schulman
says hospitals need the higher payments
because all of them — even those not
designated as safety-net hospitals — play a
unique role in their communities, compared
with ASCs...

 Read more

BDO’s national team of
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Based on his experience
as a physician working
in hospitals, Bill
Bithoney, MD — chief
physician executive
and managing director
with BDO Consulting,
where he co-leads
clinical strategy for the firm's National
Healthcare Advisory Practice within
BDO's Center for Healthcare Excellence
& Innovation — agrees with the AHA that
hospitals wouldn't be able to play that
essential role without higher outpatient
payments. He says ASCs can be selective
and choose to treat only patients with
commercial insurance, while hospitals must
provide emergency care to everyone.
"They can never turn away patients who
are uninsured," he says of hospitals. "The
ambulatory surgery centers play on a
different field..."
CMS Administrator Marilyn Tavenner has
disagreed with the OIG's recommendations,
saying a change of that scope would require
legislative approval...
Dr. Bithoney says dropping HOPD payment
rates to ASC levels would be "quite
challenging" in the short run. "It would be
complicated, and it would be politically
charged," he says.
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PAYERS DRIVING VALUEBASED REFORMS
By Christopher Cheney
As economic winds of change howl through
the US healthcare industry, payers are
well-positioned to play a leading role in the
reformation process...
With medications costing $1,000 per pill
and inpatient hospital bills often breaking
the $100,000 mark, healthcare payers from
Medicare to insurance companies to private
citizens are finding ever-increasing medical
costs unbearable.
"There are finite
resources. Economics
is the study of finite
resources," David
Friend, who holds a
medical degree from
the University of
Connecticut and an
MBA from The Wharton School at UPenn,
told me recently. "Healthcare is part of
the finite resources the country has. …
Everything else is going to get crowded
out. Something has to give if you can't
raise taxes and roads and bridges are falling
apart. The answer is to become more
efficient."
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Friend, who was recently named leader
of clinical strategy at BDO's Center for
Healthcare Excellence and Innovation in
New York, told me the growing influence
of consumers is sealing the deal for a more
cost-effective approach to the practice of
medicine. "The population will demand
more accountability," he said. "Most
people are going to be paying out of their
own pocket… That's going to force the
discussion dramatically."
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KEEPING REVENUE HEALTHY
WHILE TRANSITIONING
TO OUTCOMES-BASED
PAYMENTS
"HARD" AND "SOFT"
APPROACHES ARE NEEDED
By Chuck Green
Keeping a hospital’s revenue cycle healthy
while transitioning to outcome-based
quality payments requires both a “hard”
and “soft” approach...
To marry the “hard” approach of
maximizing data to the “soft” approach of
building a culture around patients in order
to support a healthy revenue cycle, hospital
leadership must encourage a coordinated
relationship between physicians and other
clinicians and the hospital’s financial
professionals, said Patrick Pilch, managing
director of New York-based BDO
Consulting and National Healthcare
Advisory Leader of BDO’s Center for
Healthcare Excellence and Innovation.
Coordination between these groups will
put processes in place to ensure that the
shift to outcomes-based payment doesn’t
negatively impact the revenue.
One such process, Pilch said, is tracking
patients after discharge. For example, if
a recently discharged patient who isn't
tracked following release from the hospital
is readmitted to a hospital within 30 days
of discharge, the provider may incur a
penalty, but, if a patient is tracked and a

 Read more
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care management plan is followed, the
provision of care – including where, when
and at what cost – can be determined, and
the new process can pave the way for better
measurable outcomes and have a positive
impact on payment, he said.
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AVOIDABLE READMISSIONS:
8 STEPS YOU CAN TAKE TO
PREVENT THEM
By Bill Bithoney, MD, FAAP, BDO
Consulting

Eight clinical strategies to reduce
readmissions
Hospital profit margins are at risk. As the
Hospital Readmission Reduction Program
continues to expand under the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, hospital
administrators face financial burdens and
reorganizational hurdles as they work to
reformat themselves to be in compliance
with the program's policies. The program
requires CMS to reduce payments to
Inpatient Prospective Payment System
hospitals with excess readmissions... In
order to effectively manage and adopt this
policy, hospital administrators are focusing
inward and looking to reevaluate current

business models. Eight clinical strategies to
reduce readmissions include:
1.	Manage care transitions effectively
2. 	Employ IT effectively, including clinical
decision support
3. 	Stratify readmission risk for each patient
4. 	Employ a transition coach or discharge
advocate
5. 	Consider using telemedicine, especially
for the sickest patients
6. 	Affiliate with a patient-centered medical
home
7. 	Educate patients about readmission risk
8. 	Devise a formal plan to communicate a
final checklist before discharge
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